
In Year 3 this term we have been doing a science investigations on plants. We have been learning 

about what plants need to survive. In one of our science experiments, we decided to try and 

grow some cress in 3 different locations. We put some cress in a warm, dark cupboard, a fridge 

where it is cold and dark and outside where there is light and weather conditions. We found that 

the cress that was in the fridge took a very long time to grow anything, whereas outside the 

weather conditions had helped the cress grow a little bit even though it has still been quite cold. 

The cress that we kept in a warm dark environment grew lots, but it was very yellow. We have 

also learnt what plants need to survive and we have dissected a plant and looked at different 

functions of the parts of the flower. 

 

In our Topic and English we have been studying the Ancient Egyptians. We have learnt about 

where Egypt is in relation to other countries in the world and why certain geographical features 

like the Nile were so important to the Egyptian civilization. One of the really exciting parts of this 

topic has been the work we have done on the discovery of Tutankhamen by Howard Carter. We 

had lots of interesting lesson learning about how Howard Carter unearthed possibly the most  

famous Pharaoh in all of Egypt. We had lots of fun re-enacting the discovery using drama and 

dressing up to do this. 

After that, we had to write our own diary extract as if we were Howard Carter. 

Part of this topic has also involved 

learning about the ritual of            

mummification which we also got to 

have a go at using toilet roll. We learnt 

that one of the things the Egyptians 

did was to pull the brain out through 

the nostrils with a hook after you died 

and throw it away- all of the other    

organs were deemed to sacred and 

put in special jars called canopic jars. 



In Art this term we had a lot of fun designing and creating our own Egyptian death masks. We 

had to use paper mache, lots of gold paint, glitter and sequins to create these. It took a long 

time to make but we all really enjoyed it. 


